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Scope and Coverage

Chemical Reviews is a monthly peer-reviewed scientific journal published by the
American Chemical Society. It was established in 1924 by William Albert Noyes
(University of Illinois). As of 1 January 2015 the editor-in-chief is Sharon HammesSchiffer (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).

Chemical Reviews is one of the most highly regarded and highest-ranked journals
covering the general topic of chemistry. The mission of Chemical Reviews is to provide

comprehensive, authoritative, critical, and readable reviews of important recent research
in organic, inorganic, physical, analytical, theoretical, and biological chemistry. In
addition to the general reviews, the journal has published since 1985 periodic thematic
issues focusing on a single theme or direction of emerging research.
The journal is abstracted and indexed in Chemical Abstracts Service, CAB International,
EBSCOhost, ProQuest, PubMed, Scopus, and the Science Citation Index.
Kind of Information
Chemical Reviews publishes review articles on all aspects of chemistry. Most recent
articles that are not published yet are given on ‘Articles ASAP’ (As soon as
Publishable). ASAP articles are edited and published online ahead of issue. The latest
published issue of Chemical Reviews are given on ‘Current Issue’. Most Read articles
are refreshed daily and are based on full text downloads (PDF and HTML) from the
previous 30 days and previous 12 months. Thematic Issues are Editor-selected
collections of Reviews on topics of current scientific interest. These collections
highlight just a portion of the high quality content published by the journal in a
particular area.

Each issue comes with title, about the cover, article, editorial information, reviews and
other information. After selecting a particular review, it is seen that biography of
reviewers, title, publication date, DOI number etc are presented with abstract of the
article and other contents. Review article can be downloaded in PDF, PDF with links,
Full-text HTML formats. Each abstracts comes with a figure in supporting the review
article.

Special Features
 One can add citations of Chemical Reviews to ACS ChemWorx.
 It provides links to other journals of American Chemical Society.
 It also provides links to Chemical & Engineering News (C&EN).

Arrangement Pattern

Volumes are arranged era wise and then year wise (Such as…2000s contains all the
volumes from 2000-2009). Under each year/volume issues are arranged chronologically
In an issue articles are arranged content-wise chronologically (according to page
number).

Remarks

Chemical Reviews is a highly valuable scientific reference tool for researcher &
students that manage to give updated reviews regularly. According to the Journal
Citation Reports, the journal has a 2015 impact factor of 37.36.
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